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Dark and Deadly Love: A True Story of
Love and Death in Texas
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK SELECTED ONE
OF 10 BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY MICHIKO
KAKUTANI, THE NEW YORK TIMES NAMED ONE OF THE
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BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Washington Post •
The Boston Globe • San Francisco Chronicle • The
Seattle Times • O: The Oprah Magazine • Maureen
Corrigan, NPR • Salon • Slate • Minneapolis Star
Tribune • St. Louis Post-Dispatch • The Kansas City
Star • Charlotte Observer • The Globe and Mail •
Vancouver Sun • Montreal Gazette • Kirkus Reviews
In the near future, America is crushed by a financial
crisis and our patient Chinese creditors may just be
ready to foreclose on the whole mess. Then Lenny
Abramov, son of an Russian immigrant janitor and
ardent fan of “printed, bound media artifacts” (aka
books), meets Eunice Park, an impossibly cute Korean
American woman with a major in Images and a minor
in Assertiveness. Could falling in love redeem a planet
falling apart?

True Love Story
After a long, and deeply philosophical, conversation
with Robert LaSardo, I eagerly awaited this book that
you are about to read. I was not disappointed. Left
deep in thought, I sat in a long contemplative silence.
While I always enjoyed Mr. LaSardo as an actor, I
discovered I like him even better as who he is, behind
the face he shows the public. Often, if you are in the
public eye, you develop a persona (ego) and become
someone that society, fans and publicists want you to
be. You can sometimes lose aspects of yourself. The
truly courageous ones overcome this through
strength of character and merge the two halves of
themselves to be whole. In the end, people will either
love you for who you are, imperfections and all, or
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they will pull back, fading away because you spoiled
the 'image' they had of you. It is sad that the creative
person loses a part of themselves so that they can be
known and make a good living. Yet, it is the love of
art, writing and acting - the real, inner person we are
is what made us do it in the first place - that can often
become extinguished by the machine of ratings,
demands of talent agents, advisers or by the shine of
fame and glamour. Throughout his career, Robert
LaSardo has found his niche in Hollywood, playing the
devious criminal. Often evil personified in his roles, he
has played the villain we love, on the award-winning
series Nip/Tuck and on both CSI: Crime Scene
Investigation and CSI: Miami. We also see his more
recent performances in Ghost Whisperer and his own
independent film Never Down, he continues to win the
hearts of his audience. In Life Sentence: a true story
about love, lunacy and fame, you will encounter the
man behind the villain he plays, and come to
understand the depth of his heart, his will and desire
to accomplish despite the hardships that will make
you cry. This book will make you feel the triumph of
his success, as you are drawn into his life. ~ From the
introduction.

Grace to Love
In the 1930s Tom Burns was a rising star of British
publishing, whose friends and authors included G. K.
Chesterton, Evelyn Waugh, Graham Greene, the artist
Eric Gill and the poet David Jones. And among his
glittering social circle he had set his heart on the
beautiful Ann Bowes-Lyon, cousin of the Queen. When
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war was declared in 1939, Burns joined the Ministry of
Information, effectively the propaganda wing of the
secret services. Sent to Madrid as press attache at the
British Embassy, where the Ambassador was the
formidable and very Protestant Sir Samuel Hoare,
Burns used his faith and his deep love of Spain in the
propaganda war against the Nazis, who at the time
had pretty much unrestricted access to the Spanish
media. Burns' brief was to do all in his power to keep
Franco neutral and so protect Gibraltar and access to
the western Mediterranean. The strategy was simple,
but the tactics were more complicated, especially
when Burns found he had begun to make enemies at
home, not least among them Kim Philby and Anthony
Blunt, head of the MI6's Iberian section. By 1941 he
felt far from the real fighting, Ann had pledged herself
to another man, and Burns was spending as much
time protecting his back as fighting the Nazis. How he
overcame these odds, was involved in the Man Who
Never Was decoy plot, arranged Leslie Howard's fatal
propaganda trip to Portugal and Spain, and finally
found true love while loyally serving his country is the
story told in this extraordinary book by his son.

Forever
‘Extraordinarily powerful’ Emma Thompson There are
a million love stories, and a million stories of
addiction. This one is transcendent.

Lincoln's First Love
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The Last Kiss
THE HEART-STOPPING MEMOIR, NOW A MAJOR
MOTION PICTURE STARRING SHAILENE WOODLEY AND
SAM CLAFLIN, AND DIRECTED BY BALTASAR
KORMAKUR (EVEREST) A compelling, at times
devastating, ultimately inspiring account of how much
can go wrong on the ocean and how, miraculously,
one woman conquered her own fears.

Lost Cat
This book is The Nightingale meets All the Light We
Cannot See, only it's all true--a thrilling wartime
adventure story of downed American aviators rescued
by French resistance fighters, taken to Nazi-occupied
Paris, and hidden under the very noses of the Gestapo
Escape from Paris is the true story of a small group of
U.S. aviators whose four B-17 Flying Fortresses were
shot down over German-occupied France on a single,
fateful day: July 14, 1943, Bastille Day. They were
rescued by brave French civilians and taken to Paris
for eventual escape out of France. In the French
capital, where German troops walked on every street
and Gestapo agents hid around every corner, the
flyers met a brave Parisian resistance family living
and working in the Hôtel des Invalides, a complex of
buildings and military memorials, where Nazi officials
had set up offices. Hidden in the complex the
Americans, along with dozens of other downed Allied
pilots and resistance operatives, hatched daring
escape plots. The danger of discovery by the Nazis
grew every day, as did an unlikely romance when one
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of the American airmen begins a star-crossed wartime
romance with the twenty-two-year old daughter of the
family sheltering him--a noir tale of war, courage and
desperation in the shadows of the City of Light. Based
on official American, French, and German documents,
histories, personal memoirs, and the author's
interviews with several of the story's key participants,
Escape from Paris crosses the traditional lines of
World War II history with tense drama of air combat
over Europe, the intrigue of occupied Paris, and
courageous American and Allied pilots and French
resistance fighters pitted against Nazi thugs. All of
this set in one of the world's most beautiful and
captivating cities.

The Lion Within: A True Story Of Love,
Faith & Struggle
More information to be announced soon on this
forthcoming title from Penguin USA.

You Left Early: A True Story of Love and
Alcohol
Six years after their wedding, Elliot was diagnosed
with pancreatic cancer. Told with heart, humor and
compelling immediacy, this is a love story about a
passionate marriage, the importance of loyal friends,
and the resilience of children coping with theillness
and death of a father.--Publisher.

All Out for Love
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Red Sky in Mourning
If you had to risk everything to fix a single mistake,
would you? What if it were for the sake of true love?
Sometimes life and love demand an all-out power
play, and you've got to put everything on the line to
make things right. Such is the challenge facing Arturo
Santos, Jr. in his literary debut, All Out for Love, based
on the true events of his own life story. When he
breaks up with his long-time girlfriend, he soon
realizes that he's made the worst mistake of his life.
Despite plenty of soul-searching and attempts to
move on, Santos knows in his heart that only one path
will lead him out of his guilt and despair: he has to
win her back. With unflinching honesty, genuine
emotion, and a warm, conversational tone, Santos
weaves an engaging story with his unique
experiences and perspective, demonstrating down-toearth wisdom and an uncanny eye for detail. He leads
the reader on a rollercoaster ride through his quest
for love, sharing the ups and downs of a real-life
grand romantic gesture-and the many surprises that
follow along the way.

The Magic Rock: A True Story of Love,
Hope and Magic
To See You Again
Love, Good Karma
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As seen on ABC TV's Australian Story Sally Nielsen is a
wedding planner, whose own wedding plans were
turned upside down when her fiance suffered a
catastrophic stroke, leaving him completely
dependent on her and his family for all his needs.
When others said she should put him in a home and
get on with her life, Sally refused.

The Mistake
What do our pets do when they're not with us?
Caroline Paul and Wendy MacNaughton used GPS, cat
cameras, psychics, and the web to track the
adventures of their beloved cat Tibia.

The Moth and the Mountain
Have you ever made a huge decision at a moment's
notice that changed your whole life?What if you
discovered that such decisions are secretly directed
by a powerful universal force at the center of all
things?At 21, Nicki was a fearless, strong-minded
British girl who thought she knew exactly what she
wanted and where she should go. To America! She
landed in Florida-for a holiday that would change
everything, on the to-die-for island of her
dreams.After the calm, beware of the storm-she
trusted the wrong man. Lying awake on her
honeymoon night, sober and scared, Nicki listened to
the wind move across the water and the waves break
against the sides of the boat. Thousands of miles from
home and feeling alone, even an English girl can find
it hard to keep a "stiff upper lip." Nicki's only hope is
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to find inner strength and love from a surprising
source.Love, Good Karma shows us that a single
universal law can teach us all a thing (or twelve!)
about life, including the universal law that we are
always-always-being led towards love._____A straightup story of a young woman's journey to learn true-life
skills. Timely. Original. Real. And-seriously?!-told with
help from Karma herself, a little white dog.

Love You Forever
A story of an enduring love affair that began with a
blind date to the California State Fair in 1936. A world
at war soon followed. Cecil Quinley, a bomber pilot, is
shot down over Germany, and becomes a prisoner of
war. His wife Margaret endures the stress of not
knowing his fate. Told through epistolary, creative
non-fiction, and memoir technique, their life together
is a living example of dedication, faith, and an
everlasting love.

Love You, Mean it
As her son grows up from little boy to adult man, a
mother secretly rocks him each night as he sleeps.

Queen of the Air
Does our life depend on our action and decision? How
does love happen? Why do we love someone? What
happens when you fall in love? That too, in college,
which is supposed to be the best time of one's life?
When love happens, how does it feel? This is the story
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of Vijay Singh who came to Bangalore to become an
engineer. He was enjoying his college life, he was
doing crazy things in college, and he was happy with
that. Vijay wanted to have a girlfriend in engineering
college. Somehow, he got a girlfriend, and after 12
months, he was admitted to a hospital and thought
that he would be alive for some time. How did Vijay
get in there? What were the events that led to this?
It’s a love story that makes us question about our self,
our decision, thought and society, beliefs about
ourselves and our concept of life. The Mistake - A True
Love Story forces us to believe that life is priceless,
and We are only responsible for our actions, and we
don’t know which actions will make our lives happy
and which ones will destroy our lives.

One Love Lost
Edgar Award Finalist: The “sensational” true story of
two desperate housewives and the killing that
shocked a Texas community (Los Angeles Times Book
Review). Candy Montgomery and Betty Gore had a lot
in common: They sang together in the Methodist
church choir, their daughters were best friends, and
their husbands had good jobs working for technology
companies in the north Dallas suburbs known as
Silicon Prairie. But beneath the placid surface of their
seemingly perfect lives, both women simmered with
unspoken frustrations and unanswered desires. On a
hot summer day in 1980, the secret passions and
jealousies that linked Candy and Betty exploded into
murderous rage. What happened next is usually the
stuff of fiction. But the bizarre and terrible act of
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violence that occurred in Betty’s utility room that
morning was all too real. Based on exclusive
interviews with the Montgomery Gore and families,
Evidence of Love is the riveting account of a
gruesome tragedy and the trial that made national
headlines when the defendant entered the most
unexpected of pleas: not guilty by reason of selfdefense (Fort Worth Star-Telegram). Adapted into the
Emmy and Golden Globe Award–winning television
movie A Killing in a Small Town, this chilling tale of sin
and savagery will “fascinate true crime aficionados”
(Kirkus Reviews).

Evidence of Love
An extraordinary true story about one man’s attempt
to salve the wounds of war and save his own soul
through an audacious adventure. In the 1930s, as
official government expeditions set their sights on
conquering Mount Everest, a little-known World War I
veteran named Maurice Wilson conceives his own
crazy, beautiful plan: he will fly a plane from England
to Everest, crash-land on its lower slopes, then
become the first person to reach its summit—all
utterly alone. Wilson doesn’t know how to climb. He
barely knows how to fly. But he has the right plane,
the right equipment, and a deep yearning to achieve
his goal. In 1933, he takes off from London in a Gipsy
Moth biplane with his course set for the highest
mountain on earth. Wilson’s eleven-month journey to
Everest is wild: full of twists, turns, and daring.
Eventually, in disguise, he sneaks into Tibet. His icy
ordeal is just beginning. Wilson is one of the Great
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War’s heroes, but also one of its victims. His
hometown of Bradford in northern England is ripped
apart by the fighting. So is his family. He barely
survives the war himself. Wilson returns from the
conflict unable to cope with the sadness that engulfs
him. He begins a years-long trek around the world,
burning through marriages and relationships, leaving
damaged lives in his wake. When he finally returns to
England, nearly a decade after he first left, he finds
himself falling in love once more—this time with his
best friend’s wife—before depression overcomes him
again. He emerges from his funk with a crystalline
ambition. He wants to be the first man to stand on top
of the world. Wilson believes that Everest can redeem
him. This is the tale of an adventurer unlike any you
have ever encountered: complex, driven, wry,
haunted, and fully alive. He is a man written out of
the history books—dismissed as an eccentric, and
gossiped about because of rumors of his
transvestism. The Moth and the Mountain restores
Maurice Wilson to his rightful place in the annals of
Everest and tells an unforgettable story about the
power of the human spirit in the face of adversity.

The Sea Captain's Wife: A True Story of
Love, Race, and War in the Nineteenth
Century
A powerful true-life story of love and devotion
describes the reunion, more than thirty years after
World War II, of two wartime lovers, as the author,
having survived a Nazi concentration camp and now
married to another man, rediscovers her lost love.
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Reprint.
Dangerous Love
In the winter of 1979 Nabeel Yasin, Iraq's most
famous young poet, gathered together a handful of
belongings and fled Iraq with his wife and son. Life in
Baghdad had become intolerable. Silenced by a series
of brutal beatings at the hands of the Ba'ath Party's
Secret Police and declared an “enemy of the state,”
he faced certain death if he stayed. Nabeel had grown
up in the late 1950s and early '60s in a large and
loving family, amid the domestic drama typical of
Iraq's new middle class, with his mother Sabria
working as a seamstress to send all of her seven
children to college. As his story unfolds, Nabeel meets
his future wife and finds his poetic voice while he is a
student. But Saddam's rise to power ushers in a new
era of repression, imprisonment and betrayal from
which few families will escape intact. In this new
climate of intimidation and random violence Iraqis live
in fear and silence; yet Nabeel’s mother tells him “It is
your duty to write.” His poetry, a blend of myth and
history, attacks the regime determined to silence him.
As Nabeel’s fame and influence as a poet grows, he is
forced into hiding when the Party begins to dismantle
the city’s infrastructure and impose power cuts and
food rationing. Two of his brothers are already in
prison and a third is used as a human minesweeper
on the frontline of the Iran-Iraq war. After six months
in hiding, Nabeel escapes with his wife and young son
to Beirut, Paris, Prague, Budapest, and finally
England. Written by Jo Tatchell, a journalist who has
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spent many years in the Middle East and who is a
close friend of Nabeel Yasin’s, Nabeel's Song is the
gripping story of a family and its fateful encounter
with history. From a warm, lighthearted look at the
Yasin family before the Saddam dictatorship, to the
tale of Nabeel’s persecution and daring flight, and the
suspense-filled account of his family’s rebellion
against Saddam's regime, Nabeel's Song is an
intimate, illuminating, deeply human chronicle of a
country and a culture devastated by political
repression and war. From the Trade Paperback
edition.

Super Sad True Love Story
Growing up in an idealistic home, Sparrow Fisher is
sheltered and innocent. When she meets Ian Sterling,
a musician who is rising in popularity, she instantly
falls for his charm. They run into each other over the
next few months and eventually begin an
unconventional relationship. At different places in
their lives, Sparrow is off to college in New York, and
Ian is traveling the country with the band. When they
see each other, all seems wonderful and lighthearted,
but when they're apart, Sparrow is left to wonder if
Ian really cares about her the way he says he does, or
if she's just another pretty face to him. Once their
relationship steadies, they're both happier than
they've ever been, and it's hard to not get caught up
in the magic they have together. Until something so
devastating comes to light that threatens to shatter
everything they've built with each other. True Love
Story is a story about the real highs and lows that
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come with a relationship-happiness, pain, angst, and
finding out if love really is enough.

Unconditional Love
In this true story, Karen Sacchetti writes of a magical
and devastating time in her life that began as a
thrilling love connection. Searching for love, Karen
met Peter, a handsome charmer living in South
Florida. After only four months of a long-distance
relationship, Peter asked her to leave Rhode Island
and move fourteen hundred miles to marry him. Soon
after arriving in sunny Boca Raton, Karen realized that
her dream was turning into a nightmare. Plagued by
Peter's alcoholism, womanizing, and incessant
attention seeking, their fairy-tale romance quickly
spun out of control, leaving Karen alone and
disheartened. Her only confidant was Mike--Peter's
younger brother. Although Mike proved to be Peter's
polar opposite, giving her the love and loyalty she
sought, Karen soon experienced new challenges, this
time with the love of her life. Her journey provides the
reader with a piercing view of the ravaging and
destructive effects of Mike's alcohol addiction and
how their lives intertwined in a most unusual love
story. Through all the adversity, Karen learned to
press more deeply into God's strength to see her
through each day. When none of her friends or family
members saw the darkness surrounding her, God
knew what she was facing daily. Karen not only
unveils the details of the dark maze she was in, but
illuminates how God's promises were fulfilled in her
life. She received unconditional love from an all-loving
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Father, God. Could she extend the same love and
grace to those who had hurt and betrayed her?

Papa Spy
An Unfinished Canvas
"Traces the story of world-famous trapeze artist
Leitzel and her star-crossed love affair with Alfredo
Codona of the famous Flying Codona Brothers,
chronicling her disadvantaged youth, three marriages
and life-defying achievements with the Ringling Bros.
and Barnum & Bailey Circus."

Adrift: A True Story of Love, Loss and
Survival at Sea
The Poet of Baghdad
I've had many diaries in the past. This isn't the first,
and it probably won't be the last, but this one will be
different. I'm hoping that today will be the first day of
the rest of my life. So much has happened I feel I've
lost myself in the process and I've got to try and find
myself, maybe for the first time in my life. I've heard
that writing things down can be therapeutic, so I'm
banking on that. I need therapy. I've been struggling
to deal with the abuse I suffered as a child. I was
repeatedly molested and raped by my stepfather,
until I became pregnant when I was sixteen. Now I'm
struggling to raise the now six year old product of that
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abuse, on top of taking care of a new baby and a
husband. On the outside, my life looks happy and
normal, but I'm anything but.

Jack & Zena
Romantic, sexy, funny . from the bestselling author of
La Vie Parisienne.

Motherless
Following her mother's death, Karina is sent to live
with her father. Unable to bear his abuse, she runs
away. She flees to Amsterdam where she is forced to
sell her body in order to support herself. 'Motherless'
is her story. It is a tale of hardship and endurance,
but, above all, of extraordinary strength and courage.

Rob a True Story of Inspiration, Courage
and Love
This true story will help you find answers to questions
you have pondered in your heart, perhaps for many
years. You’ll discover practical life lessons to help you
overcome any battle and rise above adversity. You’ll
find you’re not alone in this quest of life and learn
how to detect the truth of every matter. This book is a
must-read for anyone who has ever had a broken
dream or a shattered heart. You will have the ability
to reach for your dreams and be inspired to love or be
loved once again.

Confessions of a Navy Wife: A True Story
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About Love, Abuse and Obsession
Describes how Shiro swims across the strait between
Aka and Zamami Islands several times a week to be
with Marilyn.

Life Sentence
Life is funny! As we travel its path, occasionally
unexpected events happen that dramatically change
plans, direction, and, indeed, the very foundation of
our existence. This is the true story of one ordinary
family and how their lives were suddenly and forever
changed by what happened to their youngest of three
sons one afternoon in May.

Love
"The compelling story of an acclaimed journalist and
New York Times bestselling author's ongoing struggle
with epilepsy--his torturous decision to keep his
condition a secret to avoid discrimination, and his
ensuing decades-long battle to not only survive, but
to thrive. Written with brutal and affecting honesty,
Kurt Eichenwald, who was diagnosed with epilepsy as
a teenager, details the abuses he faced while
incapacitated post-seizure, the discrimination he
fought that almost cost him his education and
employment, and the darkest moments when he
contemplated suicide as the only solution to ending
his physical and emotional pain. He recounts how
medical incompetence would have killed him but for
the heroic actions of a brilliant neurologist and the
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friendship of two young men who assumed part of the
burden of his struggle. Ultimately, Eichenwald's is an
inspirational tale, showing how a young man facing
his own mortality on a daily basis could rise from the
depths of despair to the heights of unimagined
success"--

A Mind Unraveled
This book was not written to expose or offend anyone,
as many of the names were not included to protect
their children and families. There were many
unbelievable stories I opted to withhold from my
writings. This book was based on a true story of the
travels and trials of love. It portrays the loves and
relationships lost along the way and the effects it has
on one's soul. It shows the outcome of the abuser's
life along with his victim. It touches on the memories
and events which make you the one you've becomewhether it be a good person or bad. It shows the
emotions never felt because of the past. His spirit
hung around long after he was killed. Most denied the
occurences while others thought I should have been
committed. The noises and smells became less
frequent while the shock of it began to subside.

Sammy, I Love You
Diana and Paul von Welanetz were a storybook
couple. Their courtship was a transcontinental
whirlwind. The enchantment of their first days
together seemed to grow richer through twenty-five
years of marriage. Regarded by friends as a perfect
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match, they were even named "One of L.A.'s Most
Romantic Couples" by Los Angeles magazine. But one
day, Paul was diagnosed with cancer. Diana was
devastated. Soon afterward, in rapidly declining
health, Paul told her, "I don't want you to be alone."
She replied, "Then send me someone!" He responded,
"I will." That promise is at the heart of the
extraordinary story told in Send Me Someone. It is
both a romantic love story and a credible account of
communication with someone from "the other side":
an engaging, real-life tale that proves that true love
never really dies.

Send Me Someone
Ray Norman spent most of his life living in far-flung
corners of the globe, working on long-term
development projects and living out his calling as a
Christian professional. By the time he arrived in the
Islamic Republic of Mauritania around the turn of the
millennium, he was veteran of life as an expat, at
home in countries and cultures not his own. But in
2001, the world was about to change—and so was
Ray’s life. In the aftermath of 9/11—a time when
tensions between Muslim and Western culture were
peaking—Ray and his daughter, Hannah, made the
short drive from their home to the Mauritanian beach.
But instead of spending the afternoon enjoying the
waves and the water, father and daughter found
themselves hurtling back to the city, each with a
bullet-hole pumping blood into the floorboards of their
jeep. Dangerous Love is an account of the Normans’
brush with violent extremism—and of the family’s
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unexpected return to Mauritania in the face of
terrifying risks. This is the story of a call that could
not be denied and of a family’s refusal to give up on
love.

Escape from Paris
Shiro in Love
A finalist for the Lincoln Prize, The Sea Captain's Wife
"comes surprisingly, and movingly, alive" (Tina
Jordan, Entertainment Weekly). Award-winning
historian Martha Hodes brings us into the
extraordinary world of Eunice Connolly. Born white
and poor in New England, Eunice moved from
countryside to factory city, worked in the mills, then
followed her husband to the Deep South. When the
Civil War came, Eunice's brothers joined the Union
army while her husband fought and died for the
Confederacy. Back in New England, a widow and the
mother of two, Eunice barely got by as a
washerwoman, struggling with crushing depression.
Four years later, she fell in love with a black sea
captain, married him, and moved to his home in the
West Indies. Following every lead in a collection of
500 family letters, Hodes traced Eunice's footsteps
and met descendants along the way. This story of
misfortune and defiance takes up grand themes of
American history—opportunity and racism, war and
freedom—and illuminates the lives of ordinary people
in the past. A Library Journal Best Book of the Year
and a selection of the Book of the Month Club,
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Literary Guild, and Quality Paperback Book Club.
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